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On 13 November 1998, Berezovsky wrote an open letter to Putin in Kommersant. He
accused senior officers of the Directorate of Analysis and Suppression of Criminal Groups Major-General Yevgeny

Khokholkov, N. Stepanov, A. Kamyshnikov, and N. Yenin of ordering his assassination.[26]

Four days later, on 17 November Litvinenko and four other officers appeared together in a press conference at the
Russian news agency Interfax.

All officers worked for both FSB in the Directorate of Analysis and Suppression of Criminal Groups.[15] They
repeated the allegation made by Berezovsky.[15][27]

Lubyanka Criminal Group (Russian: Лубянская преступная группировка; also translated as The Gang from
Lubyanka) is a book by Alexander Litvinenko about the alleged transformation of the Russian Security Services into

a criminal and terrorist organization.[1][2]

Lubyanka is known as KGB headquarters. In the book, the authors claim that Russian president Vladimir Putin and
other FSB officers have been involved in organized crime, including covering up drug traffic from Afghanistan.[3]

The book was withdrawn from sales in Russia by request from the FSB[4] according to The Moscow Human
Rights News Agency Prima News. In response, the authors allowed the book's publication and distribution by
anyone in Russia free of charge. Alexander Goldfarb. Alexander Davidovich Goldfarb (a.k.a. Alex Goldfarb,

Russian: Александр Давидович Гольдфарб; born 1947 in Moscow) is a Russian-American microbiologist, activist,
and author. from From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Ignite! Learning, Inc. is an educational software and hardware company co-founded in 1999 by Texas
businessman Neil Bush[1] and a year later Ken Leonard. Neil is a brother of Former President George W. Bush and
Former Florida Governor Jeb Bush, and son of former President George Herbert Walker Bush. Alan Davis resigned

as the President and CEO in November, 2009. Ken Leonard is the current acting CEO. Berezovsky was an investor
in Bush's Ignite! Learning, an educational software corporation, since at least 2003. In 2005

In a December 6, 1992 sworn declaration, Russbacher described to me part of the CIA operations in which he was
involved:

GUNTHER ROSSBACHER was also a pilot who checked out in the SR 71 blackbird...and he piloted G.H.W. BUSH
across the Atlantic after Bush did his negotiations in the October Surprise. Rossbacher HAD HIS VIDEO CAMERA
ON, AND TAPED BUSH'S RIDE. Rossbacher was later neutralized with mind control. His wife is RAYELIN at her
site, RUMOR MILL NEWS.

In a December 6, 1992 sworn declaration, Russbacher described to me part of the CIA operations in which he was
involved:

During my time of service within the Proprietary Operations Division of the Central Intelligence Agency, I was
approached while using the assigned name of Robert Andrew Walker to initiate contact with a nationally prominent
brokerage house. (It must be noted that I had been a part of such brokerage facility under another alias/code name.) ..
(continuing on)

SILVERADO S&L WAS NEIL BUSH's family mafia crime. He was butt buddies with the parents of the Hinckley,
used as a MK ULTRA PATSY who went down on the ATTEMPTED MURDER OF REAGAN, that "would have put
BUSH into the White House". (Good history lesson for BARACK OBAMA TO HEAR, so he does not put HILARY
CLINTON ON HIS TICKET AS VICE PRESIDENT).
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Alexander Valterovich Litvinenko (Russian: Алекса́ндр Ва́льтерович Литвине́нко, IPA: [ɐlʲɪˈksandr ˈvaltɨrəvʲɪtɕ lʲɪtvʲɪ
ˈnʲɛnkə]; 30 August 1962[2][3] or 4 December 1962 by father's account[4] - 23 November 2006) was a British-
naturalised Russian defector and former officer of the Russian FSB secret service who specialised in tackling organized
crime.[1][5] According to US diplomats, Litvinenko coined the phrase "mafia state".[6]

In November 1998, Litvinenko and several other FSB officers publicly accused their superiors of ordering the
assassination of the Russian tycoon and oligarch Boris Berezovsky. Litvinenko was arrested the following March on
charges of exceeding the authority of his position. He was acquitted in November 1999 but re-arrested before the
charges were again dismissed in 2000. He fled with his family to London and was granted asylum in the United
Kingdom, where he worked as a journalist, writer and consultant for the British intelligence services.

During his time in Boston, Lincolnshire, Litvinenko wrote two books, Blowing Up Russia: Terror from Within and
Lubyanka Criminal Group, wherein he accused the Russian secret services of staging the Russian apartment bombings
and other terrorism acts in an effort to bring Vladimir Putin to power. He also accused Putin of ordering the murder in
October 2006 of the Russian journalist Anna Politkovskaya.

On 1 November 2006, Litvinenko suddenly fell ill and was hospitalised in what was established as a case of poisoning
by radioactive polonium-210; he died from the poisoning on 23 November. He became the first known victim of lethal
polonium 210-induced acute radiation syndrome.[7] The events leading up to this are a matter of controversy, spawning
numerous theories relating to his poisoning and death. A British murder investigation pointed to Andrey Lugovoy, a
former member of Russia's Federal Protective Service, as the prime suspect. The United Kingdom demanded that
Lugovoy be extradited, which is against the Constitution of Russia, which prohibits[8] extradition of Russian citizens.
Russia denied the extradition, which led to the straining of relations between Russia and the United Kingdom.

After Litvinenko's death, Marina Litvinenko, aided by biologist Alexander Goldfarb, pursued a vigorous campaign
through the Litvinenko Justice Foundation. In October 2011, she won the right for an inquest into her husband's death to
be conducted by a coroner in London; the inquest was repeatedly set back by issues relating to examinable evidence.[9]
A public inquiry began on 27 January 2015,[10] and concluded in January 2016 that Litvinenko's murder was an FSB
operation that was probably personally approved by both Vladimir Putin and Nikolai Patrushev who was then Director
of FSB.[11][12]

The Hiroshima Pilot Who Became a Symbol of Antinuclear Protest By Anne I. Harrington

Aug. 6, 2020

The latest article from “Beyond the World War II We Know,” a series from The Times that documents lesser-known
stories from the war, looks at Claude Eatherly, an American pilot involved in the atomic bombing of Hiroshima. After
years of being arrested for petty crimes, he became a high-profile antinuclear activist.

The B-29 bomber banked hard to avoid the blast. The explosion lit the plane’s interior with a brilliant flash, so bright
that some of the aviators momentarily thought they had been blinded. More than one noted a strange metallic taste in his
mouth. A loud clap broke around them as the first of three shock waves hit, causing the plane’s aluminum body to
vibrate violently. Looking down, they saw the fireball unfurling.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80rHyABCb20&amp;amp;list=PLAdNiJcNxgL89CjhTO4aiwDIRnJpVqwF2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80rHyABCb20

[CTRL] Fwd: [CIA-DRUGS] Gunther Russbacher ...CIA...coverups...etc.

From: [EMAIL PROTECTED]

Ya know, this story below about Russbacher being a complete liar, con man, etc., etc., sounds just like something the
government would say in order to discredit him. I don't have any knowledge of the man's "psychological profile" as
mentioned herein, however, I do know that claiming someone is crazy, a liar, a con man, insane, delusional, paranoid,

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/06/magazine/hiroshima-claude-eatherly-antinuclear.html


etc., IS a COMMON tactic used by our wonderful government agencies to discredit their enemies - perceived or
otherwise.

They used this same tactic against Claude Eatherly (Hiroshima pilot) back in the 40's to discredit him...said he was a
looney bird and a liar when he began talking about things that happened during World War II, and "Operation 40",
amongst other things.

[CIA-DRUGS] Re: George W. Bush May Have Big Surprise From DEA

Date: 08/10/1999 6:44:54 AM Eastern Daylight Time From: [EMAIL PROTECTED] (Bob)

To: [EMAIL PROTECTED]

I was thinking that the Gunther Russbacher prison interview video was not going to show up, like Chip Tatum's video.
"The Mystery of the Covert Criminal Conspiracy", is an interview of Gunther Russbacher in prison by the editor of probe
mag, with nightly TV news clips of Brenneke and Russbacher at the end, and citations of Rodney Stich's Defrauding
America that have to do with GR. I already trust Mike Ruppert and Daniel Hopsicker a lot, so my few pennies went to a
higher priority, to check out where the estranged Russbachers are coming from(well before the Train Deaths trial became
a financial priority). Also the tape is advertised using Rep. Hansen's name

JUL how BUSH CRIME FAMILY LOOTS BANKS by Stich and Rossbacher at Rumor Mill News
http://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=127611

Tommy

GUNTHER ROSSBACHER was also a pilot who checked out in the SR 71 blackbird...and he piloted G.H.W. BUSH
across the Atlantic after Bush did his negotiations in the October Surprise. Rossbacher HAD HIS VIDEO CAMERA
ON, AND TAPED BUSH'S RIDE. Rossbacher was later neutralized with mind control. His wife is RAYELIN at her
site, RUMOR MILL NEWS.

In a December 6, 1992 sworn declaration, Russbacher described to me part of the CIA operations in which he was
involved: *

https://ppia.fandom.com/wiki/Paul_Wilcher

Paul Wilcher made several allegations in a letter to Attorney General Janet Reno.

Wilcher alleged that the David Koresh cult in Waco was a front operation for a CIA team of sleeper-agent assassins,
these being Koresh and six others, and that similar CIA-sponsored cults were run in five other locations

Wilcher claimed that Koresh and earlier cult leaders Jim Jones and Charles Manson had received mind control training
from the CIA.

Paul Wilcher

Paul Wilcher was the lawyer to whistleblowers Rodney Stich and Gunter Karl Russbacher. Wilcher died in
disputed circumstances a month after writing a letter to then-new US Attorney General Janet Reno alleging that the CIA
was killing people to cover up mind control experiments, and that the Waco incident was one of these events. [1] [2] [3]

Death

According to the American Patriot Fax Network:

http://sutherlandsalute.blogspot.com/2008/07/how-bush-crime-family-loots-banks-by.html


He had apparently been killed elsewhere, tied in a fetal position, and rigor mortis set in.

He may have been brought back to his apartment and placed on the stool, to look like a natural death. It was made to
look like a suicide, but a body does not freeze into that position when a person dies, the body falls over. Swarms of FBI
agents appeared, going out of their way to tell Marion and McCledon that they had not interest in the case.

Simultaneously, the same day that Wilcher's body was found, the printer who was to proceed with printing this book,
Consolidated Printers of Berkeley, California, fabricated excuses for not proceeding...

According to Garby Leon

Paul Wilcher, like Danny Casolaro, was investigating possible government involvement in a variety of questionable
activities, including the controversial October Surprise allegations and the INSLAW case ... By late May, Wilcher said
his information had gone beyond Casolaro's and he felt this made him a danger signal. In three weeks, he was dead. ...

Present at the scene after Wilcher's death was noted White House correspondent Sarah McClendon, who knew Wilcher
well and who had alerted authorities that he was missing. McClendon was unable to identify the body as Wilcher after
viewing the remains. McClendon has been told that preliminary autopsy results have found "no natural cause of death,
and no other cause of death to explain Wilcher's demise. Given that Wilcher, in his 40s, was in apparent good health,
this seems fairly astonishing. ...

... According to Mr. MASON O. LIDELL JR. (637 Third St. NE, Apt. B-03, DC 20002) superintendent of Wilcher's
building, a Lieutenant and a Sergeant from the D. C. Police (with the help of firemen to force the door) entered
Wilcher's apartment at about 11:30 AM on June 23rd. Three detectives from DC Police entered and found Wilcher's
computer was turned on. When they read what was on the computer screen, they summoned the FBI. There is no further
information on what the screen actually said. ...

At about 4:30 in the afternoon FBI Agents arrived. Sarah McClendon was also present, though not allowed in the
apartment itself. She says two groups of four FBI Agents - eight FBI Agents in all - arrived and asked questions.
McClendon checked their identification, which seemed convincing. According to Lidell at least three FBI Agents
entered the apartment during the 4:30 to 7:30 time period.

Then, according to Lidell, one man appeared and said he was CIA (without offering identification). He joined the FBI
agents in the Wilcher apartment during the 4:30 to 7:30 time period. ...

Ms. McClendon phoned the FBI to ask about the presence of FBI Agents; later MR. JAMES V. DESARNO JR.,
Assistant Special Agent in Charge from the D. C. Metropolitan Office, arrived. Mr. Desarno also asked questions, but
strongly denied that the FBI was interested in or involved in the case. "We are not interested in this case," he told
McClendon, Lidell and others repeatedly.

... Two FBI Agents present at the scene were JAMES V. DESARNO, as remarked, and CRAIG OLSON, both of the
D. C. Metropolitan Office: 1900 Half Street SW, Washington DC 20535. (202) 252-7801, both at same address and
office.

The DC police officer in charge of investigating the Wilcher death is named BRIAN HENRY, (202) 727-4347.

Coroner for the government is a DR. KIM, who performed the autopsy, the results of which have not been released.

Building superintendent MASON LIDELL (202-543-2751) was questioned by Desarno and others, and has kindly
provided information in this letter.

... One friend of Wilcher's phoned apartment 302 in Wilcher's building (across from his) and got a taped answer
message on the telephone intercom. The message said (paraphrasing) "This is a government telephone line, no longer in
service" or words to that effect. Phone records, occupancy etc. from this address should be investigated.

Letter to Jane Reno



Paul Wilcher made several allegations in a letter to Attorney General Janet Reno.

Cults

Pershing Park Killings

Wilcher alleged CIA responsibility for the deaths of six people in Pershing Park, District of Colombia, in 1988 and
1989. The dates of the incidents were given as:

June 10th, 1988, at approximately 7:00 PM
July 28th, 1988, at approximately 9:45 PM
May 13th, 1989, at approximately 10:24 PM
June 16th, 1989, at approximately 9:19 PM
July 16th, 1989, at approximately 8:00 PM
August 25th, 1989, at approximately 8:00 PM

Wilcher alleged similarities between the deaths:

During each death, an "unmarked white TV camera van" was parked at the far end of Pershing Park and appeared to
be filming the incident from start to finish.
All of the dead were black men.
Before each death, a black man wearing a sailor hat left the District of Columbia Administration Building, met with
the person, gave the person a drink from a bottle, and returned to the building.
Immediately after taking the drink, the person "immediately went berserk ... in a very belligerent, violent, and
predatory manner" and attacked the nearest white person.
Five of these persons had attacked Michael Fuller, a martial artist who ran the nearby horse-drawn limousine service
Wheels Across Washington, and Fuller had beat them all to death.
The final man, John Wayne Tucker, attacked a different man who had the misfortune to be walking down the street at
that moment, and was immediately interrupted by five squad cars of US Park Police. These US Park Police personnel
were all black even though the Park Police in DC was primarily composed of white officers at the time.

These incidents were reported by Fuller and DC police officer Maria Weyraugh, a witness to the Tucker incident.

The District of Columbia subsequently passed a law that had the effect of banning only Fuller's business. Fuller was
prosecuted for cruelty to animals "by an Army Intelligence JAG brought in just to handle this one case!" When Fuller
raised the issue of the prosecutor's background, "most of the documents and evidence in the Court's files suddenly
disappeared." After the charges were dismissed, Fuller was arrested in Virginia "on apparently trumped up charges" and
was being held without bail at the time of writing in May 1993. According to US appeals court records, Nancy J.
Halstead was a co-defendant in this case.

Weyraugh was placed on administrative leave for a year and a half and ordered to take psychiatric evaluations which
were then cited to fire her on "psychological" grounds.

Waco

On February 28 1993, at 4:20 AM, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms attempted to execute a search warrant
relating to alleged sexual abuse charges and illegal weapons violations.[21][22]

Regarding the Waco incident, Wilcher alleged that:

Koresh and six others in his cult were CIA deep-cover operatives who had refused an order to activate against an
unknown target.
The initial engagement plan was designed to result in the deaths of US officers to justify a large-scale retaliation.
Nerve gas, not tear gas, was used in the final assault.



Image

A CIA hit squad was dropped onto the roof by helicopter and killed Koresh and dozens of others with pistol shots to
the head at close range.
The CIA set the fire at the compound using timed white phosphorus incendiaries.

Koresh in 1987 Born Vernon Wayne Howell August 17, 1959 Houston, Texas, U.S.

David Koresh was born Vernon Wayne Howell on August 17, 1959, in Houston, Texas, to a 14-year-
old single mother, Bonnie Sue Clark (September 8, 1944 - January 23, 2009)[9][10] and father Bobby Wayne
Howell (1939 - 2008). Before Koresh was born, his father met another teenaged girl and abandoned Bonnie Sue.
Koresh never met his father, and his mother began cohabitating with a violent alcoholic.[10] In 1963, Koresh's
mother left with her boyfriend and placed her four-year-old son in the care of his maternal grandmother, Earline
Clark. His mother returned when he was seven, after her marriage to a carpenter named Roy Haldeman. Bonnie
Sue and Haldeman had a son together, named Roger, who was born in 1966.

Koresh described his early childhood as lonely.[10] Due to his poor study skills and dyslexia, he was put
in special education classes and nicknamed "Vernie" by his fellow students.[11] Koresh dropped out of Garland
High School in his junior year.

When he was 19 years old, Koresh had an illegal sexual relationship with a 15-year-old girl who became
pregnant.[10] He claimed to have become a born-again Christian in the Southern Baptist Church and soon joined
his mother's church, the Seventh-day Adventist Church. There, Koresh became infatuated with the pastor's
daughter, and while praying for guidance, he opened his eyes and allegedly found the Bible open at Isaiah 34:16,
stating that "none should want for her mate"; convinced this was a sign from God, Koresh approached the pastor
and told him that God wanted him to have his daughter for a wife. The pastor threw him out, and when he
continued to persist with his pursuit of the daughter, he was expelled from the congregation.[10]

In 1981, Koresh moved to Waco, Texas, where he joined the Branch Davidians (not to be confused with the
original Davidian Seventh-Day Adventist Church). Benjamin Roden, who died in 1978, originated the Branch
group in 1955 with new teachings that were not connected with the original Davidians. Koresh played guitar and
sang in church services at the Mount Carmel Center, the sect's headquarters outside Waco.

From Wikipedia the free encyclopedia

The Chain of Command

Wilcher alleged the existence of a "top secret chain of command underlying all of the major covert and black
operations which have been carried out by the CIA's myriad wet teams over the past 30 years or so." This "shadow
government" would be led by "a top secret council of nine men whose names I do not know and would not recognize
even if I stumbled across them," who were capable of giving orders to the Director of Central Intelligence and the Joint
Chiefs of Staff.

Wilcher claimed that this group was responsible for nearly every notable assassination and assassination attempt from
JFK to John Lennon, for starting the Vietnam and Bosnian wars by destabilizing these societies, and for the deaths at
Jonestown.

The October Surprise

Wilcher cited his client Gunther Karl Russbacher, "a life-long covert operative for the CIA and the Office of Naval
Intelligence" as the pilot of the flight that flew George Bush and others to Paris for a meeting with Iran's leaders during
the 1980 election campaign.

Russbacher claimed to have flown Bush to France in a BAC-111 owned by the Saudi royal family. By Russbacher's
recollection, the aircraft left from Andrews Air Force Base near 7:00 EST on October 18, rendezvoused over the
Atlantic with a Grumman Gulfstream flown by Heinrich Rupp, and landed at LeBourget Airport. Russbacher returned

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:CheHigh.jpg


Bush to the United States in a SR-71 which landed at McGuire Air Force Base at 10:50 AM EST. After dropping Bush
off at McGuire, Russbacher continued alone to Andrews.

According to Wikipedia, the BAC-111 lacks the range to fly across the Atlantic. Later models could reach 1,700 miles.
The trip to France is nearly 4,000 miles.

Persons who Russbacher alleged to be on the flight to Paris included:

Wilcher alleged that the David Koresh cult in Waco was a front operation for a CIA team of sleeper-agent assassins,
these being Koresh and six others, and that similar CIA-sponsored cults were run in five other locations:

Salt Lake City, Utah
Provo, Utah
Logan, Utah
Boise, Idaho
San Francisco, California

Wilcher claimed that Koresh and earlier cult leaders Jim Jones and Charles Manson had received mind control training
from the CIA.

External

The Davidic line or House of David (known in Hebrew as מלכות בית דוד  Malkhut Bayt David - "Kingdom of the
House of David") refers to the lineage of King David through the texts in the Hebrew Bible,
From Wikipedia the freeencyclopedia
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